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Abstract: Tile plasuc extruder system is HII uupot uuit process ill 1I1l; solid wa-ac n:evclint( system. This papl'l'
optimizes the now rate PI' this proCL'SSwith the "pplll'llllllil of n IIClLrll-I'U/I\, model. The model ide nnfics n specified
desired output flOll1 a IIII!-,-c numbc: "I' u.put Ilillillll('1t'I, III<: IlIl'IIIIldlJlog\ ,"llll'il'J IS IIl""" J'u//\ II ••: """<':CI'I ,01
1II'1I10-rIlO\, I~ 1I011Il'\\ as it rcscur ch mcthodolugv lu il 111'\\III liS upp hcd 1(11111III plust«, rL'L\chn!!- cxu udcr process ThL'
result obuuncd illdll'llle~ the kasibilllY ol lIpplVllIg IIIl' IIIl'lhud()logv III IIIIS IllslallLT l hux, Ihc suulv ru.ry be extcudv.l
10 other recycling processes apart from plastic baSl' l hc study IS picdicatcd 011the need 10 attain more precision in the
derivation or optimal values for the plastic extrude: SI'sIC1l1 in recycling plnnl The research has strong economic
Implications since II lias theory with an applied "lilS (III a prOUIl.:11lexperienced bv till' uulustrv It 'an be used bv
managers in the plastic industry, (II' practitioner S I L' those supporung practice such as consultants or software
developers, to mention a few The work parucukn l, hilS an economic justificauon lntriusicallv. the result obtained
being all improvement over what was reported IJ\ Cllllil.'1 researchers is noteworthy The paper is new in thnt it appeals
10 bc the first application of ncuro-Iuzzv ill the S\ ,;IL'II' i>l'lllg researched

Kcywurds: Plastic extruder. NCll1'o-FlI/.I,v

Plastik Pusldjrtme Yontemlncte Akl~ Oram Optimizasyonu icin Bularuk
Mantll< Yaklasum

Ozct: Plnsuk puskuruue SISICllli kau auk gcn dUlIll~11l1l srstcnu iciudc oncnrli bir ) outcrudir. Bu t;all~lllU bularuk
mantik kullarularak yonctmin akis oramru optiuuzc cdcr. Model giri~ paramctrc lcrinin buyuk degcrlerindcn
istcnilcn spcsifik ylkl~ dcgcrlcrinin tannulurunasuu S,,~IIII U) gulanun metod bularnk munuk youtc.nidir. Bularuk
manuk yonicmi ycni bir arusurma mctodu olmnmuk l.. hu hk tc plasl ik puskurunc \'(\111L'1ll1l11'Ily'gu!an!ll::':' h,,}.;nnll1dall
vvni bir mctodtur. l-Idc cdilcn sonuc vcnlcn hu iilllL'k 1\'111mctodun lIygtllilllilbiliJ li[~inl giistl'nr Hil\'i.:'.;l·, ~'nlJ!im;{
plustik dismdu digcr gcri (10nO~l'II11yontcmlcri i\'111i'cll~lirilt:bilir, C;"Ii~II'1:1 gcri donusum fubrikulanudnki plasuk
puskurunc sisicmi icin optimal dcgcilcri turcuncdc dlllill f!cn;ek~'1 degcrlcr chic dille gcrck sinuuc ci:Jyumr. Tcori
cndusu iycl dcncyirnlcr sonucu olusan bir problcme l1;1\1111<111uvgul.unu oldugu icin .uustu nuuun ckououuk zorluk lun
vardrr. Cahsma plastik sanayindck i voncticilcrc. vaz i luuc ilar a, darnsmanlnrn uygulamn dcsicgi saglama ucismdan
kullnnilnhilir Cahsrnn ozclliklc ckonomik n~'ldllll hil l1akltllga snhiptir Axlmd». d(k cd ilcn ,OI1lH; daha oncck i
nrusunnucrlar tarufindan soylcncn seylerin uvcnm: hu rlvr lcmc ohu ak cklc cdihr Maknlc ;Ira~tll'llan sistcmde bulanrk
manuk vontcminm ilk uygulamasi olaruk giirLIIllllI'SI d\'''llldan vcni.hr

Anuhta r 1":1'1i1l1l'il'r:l'Iasrik I'uskurunc. Ncuro-l-u.v .

1,IIItroductioll

The purpose or the paper is to develop ;1

ncuro-Iuzzy approach in the quantification 01" lill
Ilow parameters for an extruder process ill a plasuc
rccvcling plant 11--11, The studv is motivated 1)\

lite growing concern among the vanous
stakeholders world over CO\ crnmcnts. consumers
and the vanous stakeholders In environment
incrcasinglv pursue the drive to d zero-level
pollution Thus. there is (I locus Oil controlling the
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enormous amount of wastes generated rill II I
materials either during the manufacturing pi occss
or at the disposal stage of finished goods In
manufacturing, this effort has yielded results \\lth
carefully laid-out programmes to promote
"cnvi ronrncn tally consc ious manufacurri ng'

The various governments (state and central) III

many parts or the world have adopted measures
aimed at controlling the compliance 01
manufacturing organizations to "environmental"
conscious manufacturing" by compclliug
organizations to submit statutory reports on
environmental conscious manufacturing. This
requirement has improved environmental
friendliness a great deal. Thus, the ncgauvc
impacts or environmental unfriendliness ,IIC

gl atly reduced if not eliminated 111 111;111\

instances.
Conscqucntlv. the government is cncou: aglllg

Iccycling and recycling practices 15. GI For
.xample, a strong indication of the "cnd-of-l ilc
directive" endorsed by the European Union States
that if resources are not recycled, a period mav
come that very limited resources would be
available for mankind [71 Consequently. we ma,
need to suffer for the shortages of these important
Icsourccs.

Recycling industries race serious cc ononuc
pioblcms that increase the cost or recycling IX-III
I y way of proffering solution. a 1111l11bcl of

management strategies arc adopted over time Stich
strategies may include business process rc-
engineering. downsizing, system restructuring. 1e,lI1
manufacturing, etc. 1\11 these strategies me auncd
1C)\ ards optimizing thc system variables

.~.

towards optim izatiou of the recycled product 113- t

I (ll. To the authors' knowledge, no documentation
seems to have been made 011 this respect. This paper
is therefore all effort to model the now rates of all
extrusion with particular reference to the plastic
recycling indusuv

2. Methodology

The approach to this paper is the use of neuro-
fuzzy model to arrive at a specified desired output
in the optimization approach for solid waste
recycling. The ncuro-fuzzy model combines the
fuzzy logic and neural network principles to
generate" model that will result in the evolution of
a specified desired output. The process followed
here is that of comparing the output parameters of
the optimized now rate or an extruder to input
parameters for subsequent processing by the use of
ncuro-Iuzzy model. Thus, we arrive at the
specified desired output. Considering thc output
parameters from the model we have the following:

(i) (Q - h) = Positive (P) = Optimistic (Os)

(ii) (Q - h):: Negative (N) = Pessimistic (Pe)

(iii) (Q - h) = Zero (Z) = Normal (N)

where. Q = Rate or 110\\ or the molten solid
waste recycled

h = paramctcrtsj/factorts) responsible for
the rate of' flow or the solid waste

01, = Optimistic (where solid waste flow is
maximum)

Pc = Pessimistic (solid waste flow is
minimum)

N = Normal (solid waste flow is just
norma I)

through minimizatiou of costs and maxitniznuou lll" The neuro-fuzzy model recognizes the above
profits. The extruder in a recycling plant is one 01" I ill' output parameter as input parameters and then
most important components of the system that processed to arrive at the specified desired output.
dictate the unit cost of production, and consequent". Considering the ncuro-fuzzy model structure given
the profit made by the system [12]. Adequate design in the figure below (Fig. I). we have:
and control of flow rates is obviously ncccssar,

11(,
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Fig. I showing the structure or ucuro-l U/./.Y model

Laver (2)

For simplicity. the ncuro-Iuzzy model is
represented with the following schematic diagram
of the model layout (Fig. 2):

____ •• Yd

Note:

Fig. 2: 1\ Iii) out "i" ucuro-Iuzzy model

x., X2, X3 represent input parameters
Layers O. I. 2 and N 1. N2• N3 and N.I
represent connections between the input
and output parameters.
)'1, Y2. Y3 represent the output parameters
Yd represents the desired output

For the processing of the parameters to urr: \ C
[It the specified desired output, the following base-
rules are employed:

Ii) IF (Q - h) = P. /\.ND (Q - h) - I'

continues. THEN output =:= 0"'. .
(ii) IF (Q - h) = Pc, AND (Q -- 11) =P,
continues, THEN output = Nil
liii) IF(Q -h)=N,AND(Q -h)=N.TIlEN
output = Nil

The desired output aimed at is Op, a condition
of optimistic where the now rate of the extruder is
maxim ized. With the factor responsible for flow

rate (extrusion chamber) contained in design such
that maximum molten solid waste flow through,
the desired output will be attained. and this is the
objective of the Ileum-fuzzy model. For the sake
or computation, the following system operating
rules (Ire formulated:

System Operating Rulcx

INPUT /I l: ("Input." Positive (P), Negative (Pc),
Zero eN»
INPUT /I 2: (GP - Getting Positive (P), Getting
Negative (Pc), Getting Normal (GN»
CONCLUSION: ("Output", Optimistic (Op),
Pessimistic (P,), Normal (N)
INPUT #1: System Status
Input: (Q - 11)

P = Optimistic. P, = Pessimistic, N =
Normal

GP = Getting Optimistic, GPf = Getting
Pessimistic, GN = Getting Normal
OUTPUT Conclusion & System Response
OUTPUT Op = Optimistic, Pe = Nil, N ~ Nil

[ [7
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The point of interest is attaining output 0P' which
is the specified desired output [or which the ncuro-
1I.1/zymodel is applied

J. Computational Procedure

The following steps arc taken 111 the
application of ncuro-fuzzy model to the
optimization of flow .ratcs of au extruder. The
conventional model framework of the optim ization
or now rates of an extruder is compared with the
model framework of the ncuro-Iuzzy model. III
the comparison, it is discovered that the model
framework of thc neuro-Iuzzy model is more
Iavourublc compared with the convcntionnl
framework in the sense that the parameters
considered for optimization of flow in the IlCUlO-
fuzzy model is relatively fewer than the parameters
considered in the conventional model framework
The edge the fewer parameters in ncuro-Iuzz,
model have over the numerous ones ill the
convectional model framework is that the cost or
achieving an optimized flow rate is greatly reduced
with fewer parameters compared with 11](111\
param eters.

Looking at the comparison between the
couvcntional model framework and that or the
ncuro-fuzzy model we have the following:

('onyentional Modelling Framework

The parameters considered for the optimal
functioning of the extruding machine arc ax
follows:

• Flow rate of the extruder (Q)
• Channel Width (W)
• Screw diameter (D)
• Helix Angle (0)
• Screw Speed (N)
• Metering Zone Length (L)
• Apparent Viscosity (ua)
• Pressure (P)

For cost effectiveness the optimized model
was developed to become a function of a seven (7)
parameters instead of eight (8) i.e. (i) screw
diameter (d), (ii) screw speed (N), (iii) apparent

S. i\.ukc ct "I.

viscosity, (iv) channel width (W), (v) metering
zone length (L), (vi) helix angle (8), (vii) flow rate
or the extruder (Q) Looking at the ncuro-Iuzzy
model parameters on the other hand we have the
following

• Flow rate of the recycled solid waste
material (Q)

• Frictional effect between the surfaces
of the solid material and the walls of
the extruder (internal walls) (Fe)

• Diameter of the extruder '(D)

The cost of optimizing the flow rate is
concentrated at reducing the frictional effect (Fe)
and increasing the diameter or the extruder (D).
Tlus sunplicuy makes cost effectiveness more
encouraging in applying ncuro-fuzzy model to
optimization of now rates, which gives the ncuro-
fuzzy model an edge over the conventional model.

The ncuro-Iuzzy model is applied to the
optimization or now rate of an extruder to simplify
the rigours of and the less effective mathematical
processes involved in generating the conventional
model.

-I. Case St udy

This section reports a case example of a study
carried out in the process or optimising the now
rate of substances from an extruder in a plastic
recycling process. The hypothetical company's
name is SOLITEef!. In 2004, it was discovered
that the quantity of solid plastic recycled was
dependent on the diameter of the extrusion
chamber and the frictional effect between the
plastic material and the walls of the chamber
which accounts for the now of the material to be
recycled. SOLITECH SOLID WASTE
RECYCLING (NIG) LTD adopted the use of
ncuro-Iuzzy model in controlling the recycling
process to ensure that the condition necessary for
maximum flow or solid plastic material recycled
was attained.

The attainment of maximum flow condition if
termed "optimizing now rate". It was discovered
that drag in the flow of plastic material occurred

IIX
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whenever frictional effect betwe~n the surfaces 01
material and walls of chamber increased. This drag
1II flow led to low flow rate of the recvcled
material. This condition must be avoided to
maximize plastic material now rate. Although the
parameters affecting the now rate are frictional
effect and the diameter of the extrusion chamber.
the major determinant of variation in now rate is
the frictional effect since the diameter or the
chamber is constant. The ncuro-Iuzzy model was
thus applied to take care of these wide variations ill
now rate clue to the variations in the frictional
effect.

Applying the neuro-Iuzzy model to maximize
now rate of solid plastic material recycled, we
have the following ncuro-fuzzy model
components:

Input Parameters: (i) Quantity of solid
plastic waste materials to be recycled (Q)

(ii) • Frictional effect
between the surfaces of material and walls (11'

extrusion chamber (Fe)

(iii) Diameter of the
extrusion chamber (D)

Output Parameters:
(Optimistic, Op)

(i) High now rate (HFR)

(ii ) Low Ilow rate (LFR)
(Pessimistic, Pe)

(iii)
(NFR) (Most Likely, ML)

Normal now rate

Linguistic Variables: (i) {Q IFeD}
Positive (P) = HFR = Optimistic (01')

(ii) {Q - IFeD} =

Negative (N) = LFR = Pessimistic (Oe)
(iii) {Q - 2::FeD} = Zero

(Z) '" NFR = Most Likely (MiJ

Representing the ncuro-Iuzzy model structure with
a network we have (Fig. 3):

Q 0 0" )OOp)

foe ) 0 Pc
)00"

D ) 0 ML
)0°"

(Lavers)

{Q -i..:I·el>:
Fig. 3: Neuro-t u-v , .llolkl StnlL'lurc NL'lworks

Where Q. Fe, 0 = input parameters. Or'
P., MI = output parameters, 01, = desired output

For more simplicity the ncuro-Iuzzy model
can be represented with the use of the following
schematic diagram:

Illl
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Quantity of
materials (Q)

Frictional
effect (Fe)

:i. A.Okc et al.

High flow
rate.O,)

)

{Q-LFeD}

Diameter of ------~I
extrusion
chamber (0)

)

No f!Jl now
r t{, ML

{Desired
output}{Outputs}{Linguistic

variable}
{Inputs}

{Specific Desired
output}

Fig. 4: Schematic Iliagrnm of Ncuro-Iuzzv Model

These neuro-fuzzy components are cornbuicd
with the use of ncuro-fuzzy commands "I F".
"AND" "Continues" and "THEN" to develop CI

rule-structure followed in the use of the model as
follows (Fig. 4):

IF {Q - l:FeD} = Positive (P), AND P continues
THEN output = O,
IF {Q - l:FeD} = Negative (N). AND N continues
THEN output = Nil
IF {Q -l:FeD} = Zero (Z), AND Z continues
THEN output = Nil

Note: The positive (P) output Implies 111gb
now rate (HFR) leading to optimistic (Op) output
desired by SOLITECH recycling company. The
negative (N) implies low flow rate (LFR) not
desired. The zero (Z) output implies normal flow
rate (NFR) not desired. The concern of the ncuro-
fuzzy model is to help SOLITECH reach out lor
the specified desired output of optimistic (Op)
where the now rate of the recycled solid plastic
material is maximum.

For computational purpose, a svstcm
operating rule for the neuro-fuzzy model is given
as follows:

...

System Operating Rules

INPUT # 1: {" Input", (Q - l:FeD) = P. (Q - l:FeD)
= N, (Q -l:FcD) = Z}
INPUT #2: {"Input". Pcontinucs, Ncontinues,
Zcontinucs}
CONCLUSION: {"Output", Optimistic (Op),
Pessimistic (Pc), Most Likely (ML)}

INPUT #1: System Status
Input #1: {Q-l:FeD}

P = Positive, N = Negative, Z = Zero
Input #2: {Q -l:FeD} continues

Pcontinues, Ncontinues, Zcontinues
OUTPUT: Conclusion & System Response
Output: O, = Optimistic, P, = Nil, ML = Nil

Note: the neuro-fuzzy model only recognizes the
optimistic (Op) condition representing the specified
desired output where the flow rate of the recycled
solid plastic material is maximum.

5. Discussion of Results

The ncuro-Iuzzy model IS designed to control
a functioning system to attain. to a specified
desired output. In this case study of recycled solid
plastic material by SOLITECH SOLID W ASrE
RECYCLfNG (NIG.) LTD. the specified desired
output attained with the aid of neuro-fuzzy model
is the condition of maximum flow rate of recycled
plastic material (High flow rate - HFR) referred to

120
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A Neuro-Fuzzy Linguistic Approach in Optimizing the Flow Rate of a Plastic Extruder Process

by the model as optimistic (Op) output. The
neuro-fuzzy model converts one of the
fundamentals (fuzzy-logic control model output)
of the fuzzy-logic model to input parameters and
process the parameters to attain to a specified
desired output. Other fundamentals or basic
components of the fuzzy-logic model are input.
linguistic variables, rule matrix and system
operating rules.

The components of the neuro-fuzzy model
namely inputs, layers, outputs and desired output
are connected in the neuro-fuzzy structure network
(Fig. la) in such a way as to arrive at the specified
desired output aimed at by SOLITECH. The input
parameters are linked to the output parameters b)
means of the layers - which are made up of
linguistic command or interrelationship between
the parameters. These layers perform the sim ilar
function as the neurons in the human neura I
system where the neurons form a network of links
connecting vital information leading to the desired
destination. The destination in the ease of the
neuro-fuzzy model is the specified desired output.
The name neuro-fuzzy got its derivative from the
word neurons in the neural system in human while
fuzzy is coined from the fuzziness with which the
model accommodates wide variations in input
parameters for processing to arrive at the specified
desired parameter (output).

Other vital components of the neuro-fuzzv
model are rule-structure and system operating
rules. The rule structure is made up of neuro-Iuzzx
commands of "IF", "AND, "Continues" and
"THEN" carefully connected together to arrive nl

the specified desired output. The system operating
rules contain programmable rule statements for the
sake of computerization. 111e system operating
rules encompass virtually all the components or
the neuro-tuzzy model in such a way thru "
computer program can be written on them lor
computerization. The ncuro-Iuzzy commands 01'
"IF", "AND", "Continues" and "THEN" have
significant meanings that aCCOlU1t for the
effectiveness of the model. The command "IF"
means if the outcome of the relationship between
input and output parameters is this, the command
"AND" means "and this outcome", the command
"continues" means "the outcome continues over

121

time, finally the command "THEN" means if all
the previous commands hold "then the system
should prompt the specified desired output".

111e neuro-fuzzy model schematic diagram
(Fig. 2) shows a simplified form, the connections
within the neuro-fuzzy components right from the
input parameters to the specified desired output.
The major link is the connection between the input
parameters and the output parameters represented
by the linguistic variable. In this case study, the
linguistic variable is the relationship between the
quantity (Q) of the solid waste material recycled
and the parameters determining the rate of flow of
the material. These are namely effective frictioi '
between the surfaces of the material and the walls
of the extruding chamber (Fe) and the diameter of
the chamber (D). The linguistic variable
connecting these parameters is given by {Q -
L:Fe.D}. 111is serves as the major connection
between the input parameters and the output
parameters. The connections lead to the final
destination of specified desired output of High
Flow Rate (HFR) of the solid waste material that is
termed optimistic (Op) output. The essence of the
neuro-fuzzy model schematic diagram is the
simplicity with which the neuro-fuzzy model
components are interrelated to arrive at the final
destination desired. Hence, the process undertaken
by the neuro-fuzzy model in arriving at the
specified desired output can be viewed at a glance
in the neuro-fuzzy model schematic diagram.

The model is designed such that the most
favourable condition where maximum quantity of
solid waste material is recycled i~ attained. The
linguistic variable serves as the engine of the
model in bringing about relationship between the
input and the output parameters to evaluate the
outcome of such relationship. In this case study
the linguistic variable is {Q - L:Fe.D}= Positive (P)
or Negative (N) or Zero (Z), where Q == quantity of
solid waste material recycled, Fe = effective
frictional force between the surfaces of the
material and the walls of the extrusion chamber
and D = diameter of the extrusion chamber. The
designation L: denotes summatio,n. The input
parameters Fe and D determine the rate of flow of
the solid waste material to be recycled through the

r l . 1
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extrusion chamber. The higher the value of this
parameter the lower the now of' solid material and
the Jesser the quantity of the solid waste material
(Q) recycled. The major parameter that determines
the flow rate is the Fe effective friction since the
diameter (D) of the extrusion chamber is fixed.
The neuro-fuzzy model is' tl1US designed to focus
on the condition where the value of the parameters
{L:Fe.D} is at the barest minimum. At this
condition, maximum flow of the solid waste
material is attained, hence, maximum quantity (Q)
of the material is recycled. This condition is
defined by the linguistic variable {Q - L:feD} =

POSITIVE (P), which ultimately leads to the
specified desired output of optimistic (Op) where
the now rate of meter is maximum (Hf'R). Other
outputs of the model which show deviation from
this specified desired output are designated Nil -
meaning, not recognized by the ncuro-Iuvzv
model.

With the help of the ucuro-Iuzzy model. the
SOLlTEel [ Solid Waste Recycling (SSWR) Ltd.
can design its solid waste recycling facilities in
such a manner that will enable it maintain the
condition of lowest frictional effects. These effects
are between the surfaces of the recycled solid
waste material and the walls of the extrusion
chnmbcr to allow for recycling of the IIH1XIIIlUIll

quantity of solid waste materials.

6, Conclusions

The expectations of investors and practiuoncrs
:1Ie changing about the solutions that researchers
proffer to problems that exist practice. There IS

particular interest of investors and practitioners ill
the plastic recycling industry of the need to utill/.c
unproved solution techniques that would generate
lcucr result than before. This mandates gre<ll\"'j
capacity for self analysis and improvements 01'
models presented by researchers in this sccu» ell'

S ..\.( rkc ct "I.

the economy. The central aim of this research is to
familiarize practitioners and investors in the plastic
recycling industry with an analytical approach that
could be used to optimize the now rate of an
extruder in the system. The task has been
demonstrated in the earlier part of this paper.
Particularly, the paper presents an optimization
process for the flow rate of a plastic recycling
system with the application of neuro-fuzzy model.

Four interesting questions relating to the
problem solved here, which the current and potential
users of the article may ask arc (i) what are we going
to learn from the article that we do not know now?
(ii) Why is it worth knowing? (iii) How do we know
that all conclusions are valid? (iv) What does the
future hold ill reformulating and developing the
model?

Prior to the emergence of' this paper, it seems
that no documentation has addressed the problem of'
extruder 110w process optimization in a plastic
recycling system. This is new knowledge that the
article is proposing but not yet documented until
now. The article is worth knowing in view of the
economic implication that it has in the industry. With
the application of the model, it may be feasible tG1
find all optimal value of' the now rate of an extruder
in a plastic recycling system. In view of the
uncertainties that may 'exist ill the measurement of
the Ilowratc and its associated parameters, and from
the practical case example demonstrated in this
paper, it is obvious that some conclusions useful for
interpreting the results are helpful The validity 01'
the conclusion is assisted by the empirical data that
are used to test the model. The future holds much
promising results in the improvements of the existing
model. The application of hybrids of genetic
algorithms and artificial neural networks, genetic
algorithm and ful.l.y logic \\ ill open a new stream of
research that would engage researchers for several
decades to COllie.
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